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Bi-Annual Report

2017

Accomplishments

123
DEMOLITIONS

7
REHABS

70
SIDE LOTS
SOLD

31
OTHER SALES

280
NEIGHBORHOOD
MOW &
MAINTENANCE
LOTS

2018

Accomplishments
11
REHABS

400
NEIGHBORHOOD
MOW &
MAINTENANCE
LOTS

61
DEMOLITIONS

38
SIDE LOTS
SOLD

33
OTHER SALES

MESSAGE FROM THE

executive director

The past two years have been marked by growth and new endeavors. We’ve
seen our programs grow in popularity and participation. We have sustained
long-term partnerships and established new ones as we work to address
challenged properties throughout the county. Through a combination of
collaboration and creativity, the Land Bank made a big impact in 2017 and 2018.
Much of our growth was in our Neighborhood Mow and Maintenance (NMM)
and Transform This Home (TTH) programs. Both programs began in 2015; new
and untested in our communities. We were thrilled that each of these
programs grew annually, and were ecstatic that local groups maintained 400
lots through NMM in 2018.
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Likewise, more houses are being rehabbed through TTH and through
partnership with Habitat for Humanity. Houses that were once considered for
demolition are being restored as safe, affordable housing. There were seven
TTH projects in 2017 and eleven in 2018. Similarly, our partnership with Habitat
for Humanity has also expanded, with projects now in Battle Creek, Springfield,
and Marshall. Plus, Albion is scheduled for a Habitat project in 2019.
In addition, we have continued blight elimination work through our grant for
residential structures and with support from the Treasurer and Board of
Commissioners. Many of the dangerous structures in our inventory have been
eliminated as well as some longtime problem properties like the former
Dalrymple School in Albion, the former State Farm Headquarters in Marshall,
and a handful of commercial structures in Battle Creek and Bedford Township.
The success of the Land Bank is due in large part to our dedicated staff and
board members, amazing partners, and individuals who take an active part in
their community. I cannot stress enough how important partnerships and
innovation are to the Land Bank’s work. As we transition from a focus on blight
elimination to other types of investment, we look forward to applying the same
innovative creativity to new endeavors.

MESSAGE FROM THE

board chairperson

As County Treasurer and chair of the Land Bank Board, I have a unique vantage
point on the success of the Land Bank’s efforts. I see firsthand the hard work
our small, dedicated staff puts into improving the County. There is no onesize-fits-all solution for the properties held by the Land Bank, and our team is
dedicated to being innovative, patient, and is willing to take targeted,
calculated risks to improve our community. The past two years were fantastic.
My office worked closely with the Land Bank to demolish the former Dalrymple
School, which was abandoned and an extremely dangerous eyesore in Albion
for decades. As Treasurer, I was able to assist with costs while the Land Bank
team pursued grant funding and lent its project management skills. Together,
we were able to demolish this worrisome structure shortly after it came into
public ownership.
In 2018, I worked with the Board of Commissioners to appropriate funds to the
Land Bank for the demolition of unsafe commercial structures and to fund gaps
for other projects. This additional local support allowed the Land Bank to
address long-blighted commercial structures on Hamblin Avenue in Battle
Creek as well as the old Bedford Mill, which suffered a fire in 2014.
In addition to blight elimination efforts, I have also been proud to witness the
growth in the Land Bank’s Transform This Home and Neighborhood Mow &
Maintenance programs, as well as the team’s willingness to try new things. The
Practical Preservation workshops held in 2018 at 26 Fremont St showcased the
moxie of our staff.
Many of the Land Bank’s programs provide unique opportunities for community
members to help change the story of challenged sites. Recognizing that
sustainable stabilization is most successful with broad support, the Land Bank is
always seeking ways to work in partnership. The synergies they pursue benefit
everyone. We can look forward to bigger and better things in the years to
come.
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INVENTORY

properties in

The graph below shows the County's annual tax foreclosure numbers, and subsequent Land Bank
acquisitions, from 2009 through last year. Although a significant number of properties continue to
come to the Land Bank, the annual number has been decreasing since 2014. After the properties are
transferred to the Land Bank, they are reviewed and classified by applicable program. The pie charts
on the opposite page show the number of properties disposed in 2017 and 2018.
Disposition categories represent Land Bank programs, which include the sale of vacant residential lots
through the Side Lot or Garden Lease programs, houses through the Transform This Home program, as
well as transfers of properties that fall outside of standard program dispositions. Many of the
properties in the “other” category include larger parcels of vacant land or land that has some type of
redevelopment strategy, such as a sale to Habitat for Humanity, which are sold traditionally.
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INVENTORY

properties out

2017 Sales
2017 Sales
Not all properties are alike, and staff works to
classify properties by program that reflect longterm goals. Additionally, there is a fluid nature to
the inventory as properties classified as
Demolition in 2018 will likely move to the Side
Lot Program in 2019. Those labeled as Strategic
Planning are in redevelopment areas or areas
where there are multiple sites. Properties
classified as 'other' represent sites in transition as
well as more challenging properties, which
includes everything from historic structures to
post-industrial properties. This graph provides a
snapshot of the inventory at the end of 2018.
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2018 Sales

2017

where the money comes from

$2.5M
$2.1M
how we spent each dollar
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*5/50 Specific Tax also includes Payments In Lieu of Taxes (PIL), an alternative collection method that is occasionally employed to meet project needs and is only exercised with approval of the Board.

2018
where the money comes from

$1.4M
$1.5M
how we spend each dollar
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Annual Audit by Stewart, Beauvais & Whipple PLLC

TRANSFORM

this home

Rehabilitating distressed, but
salvageable, houses is fundamental to
the mission of the Land Bank. Returning
these residence to the tax rolls as safe
housing mends the fabric of the
community.
Transform This Home (TTH) is the
flexible vehicle the Land Bank uses to
connect buyers with sweat equity and
its inventory. This program has
established itself as a win all around,
bringing these residences back to code,
contributing to the tax base, while
providing access to home ownership.
While the Land Bank promotes sales to
buyers who wish to live in the house,
qualified investors may also participate.
TTH requires buyers to develop a
phased rehabilitation plan and commit
to completing the project within twelve
months. Establishing milestones for the
project ensures success for the
applicant, which is a success for the
Land Bank and for the community.

95 Bowen Ave

REHABILITATION

in partnership

Habitat for Humanity has been a steadfast
partner with the Land Bank in working to
create safe housing options throughout the
county.
Since 2017, Habitat has purchased and
rehabilitated six properties from the Land
Bank. It also has expanded its reach by
taking on projects in the cities of
Springfield, Marshall, and Albion (coming in
2019!).

247 N McKinley Ave

A qualified Habitat family is selected for
the house, and then becomes engaged in
the project through the organization's
sweat equity requirements.
Habitat often does a gut rehabilitation and
improves both the energy efficiency of the
house as well as the structure’s layout.

"Our partnership with the Land Bank has been a
great fit for Habitat, allowing us to purchase and
rehabilitate houses to provide quality, safe
housing for families."
- Beverly Kelley, Executive Director
Habitat for Humanity
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BLIGHT ELIMINATION

hardest hit grant

The Land Bank is committed to eliminating blight to improve neighborhoods, promote safety, and
protect home values; it leverages partnerships and funding to do so. In 2016, the Land Bank was
awarded nearly $4 million dollars in blight elimination funds from Michigan Homeowner Assistance
Non Profit Housing Corporation (MHA) and Michigan State Housing Development Authority
(MSHDA) to demolish distressed residential structures. Because Calhoun County was a grant
partner, these funds could be used countywide, meaning that longtime nuisance properties in rural
areas qualified along with those in urban neighborhoods. Overall, these funds were used to
demolish 122 distressed residential structures in 2017 and an additional 61 in 2018 throughout the
County.
While the grant capped each project at $25,000, the Land Bank worked with local partners to raise
additional funds needed to address projects that exceeded the maximum project budget. Most
often, high costs were due to elevated levels of asbestos which increased the cost of abatement.
The City of Albion, the City of Battle Creek and the Land Bank all contributed additional funds to
help cover project costs. The Land Bank also worked with Emmett Charter Township and the City
of Springfield to use grant funds to acquire privately owned fire-damaged houses for demolition.
This strategic approach leveraged resources to raze the most dangerous properties that would still
be standing otherwise.

Demos Completed 148
Total Cost $ 2,049,408
Remaining Funds $ 1,786,091
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DEMOLITION

partnerships
Hardest Hit Grant

Blight Elimination

Collaborating with partners is at the core of the Land Bank's work. In 2017, staff worked with the
County Treasurer to address the collapsing Dalrymple School in Albion which had been derelict
since 1982. The Treasurer, retained ownership of the site and dedicated funding for the project
while the Land Bank acted as project manager. Additionally, the Land Bank was able to utilize
funds from its Environmental Protection Agency grant and also successfully pursued a grant from
the Cronin Foundation. Each factor was a key component to the positive outcome that the
community had been waiting on for decades.
Similarly in 2018, the County Board of Commissioners offered its support to the Land Bank by
approving an appropriation of funds to assist with the demolition of multiple commercial properties
as well as to help cover additional properties that exceeded to allowable costs under the
MHA/MSHDA grant. These funds closed the gap in projects like the demolition of the former State
Farm Headquarters in Marshall, long-standing blighted commercial properties on Hamblin Avenue,
and the old Bedford Mill that suffered a structural fire in 2014.

These funds will continue to demolish blighted properties
and improve neighborhoods through 2019.

This property at 368 E Michigan Ave
in Battle Creek came down in July
during the first round of demolitions.
The vacant lot is now part of the
Neighborhood Mow & Maintenance
program.
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ACTIVATING VACANT SPACES

community gardens

In 2017 a group in Albion organized and officially
became the non-profit organization Albion
Community Gardens, Inc. This group leased four
Land Bank properties and set to work creating
viable and productive gardens.
In 2018, the group furthered their commitment,
purchasing the lots from the Land Bank and are
working together to provide fresh vegetables
and an opportunity to come together for their
neighbors and friends.

Another group of gardeners, the Vision of
Life Action Team, followed the same
pattern of formalizing their organization,
leasing property from the Land Bank and
then purchasing thereafter. This group
works on the north side of Albion on lots
that are an extension of their church
campus.

This property was an
eyesore and a magnet for
dumping trash and debris
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ACTIVATING
VACANT SPACES
Activating
Vacant Spaces:

Color the Creek
color the creek

Since 2016, the Land Bank has partnered with the innovative Color the Creek festival to bring murals
to some of its properties. The Sojourner Truth mural on the east side of 17 W Michigan and the
concrete wall at the corner of Capital Ave SW and Goguac in 2017 are two of the Land Banks most
recognizable projects. The endeavor continued with the 2018 festival where the rear of 17 W
Michigan was transformed by a calligraphic mural. Additionally, in an attempt to stretch the
activating vacant space concept, the Land Bank created and installed a “Before I Die” wall at the lot
across Cliff St from the Dairy Queen. This interactive installation was well received, and the goal is
to further explore opportunities at this lot in 2019 for more positive public art experiences.

After
Now this property is a
vibrant addition along the
Capital Avenue corridor

Before
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SUCCESS

STORIES

Following the frustration of watching other historic assets become demolitions, the Land Bank
was determined to try to find a better way to address historic structures that came into its
inventory and hopefully move them forward to another life. After an exploratory meeting with
the Battle Creek Community Foundation, representatives from Michigan Historic Preservation
Network and local stakeholders, a plan was devised to lay the groundwork for what became
the 2018 Practical Preservation Workshop Series & Block Build Event. The entire endeavor was
new to the Land Bank and set the stage for 26 Fremont St to be a center for hand's on
engagement. It also opened up a local conversation regarding the importance of historic
assets to the community fabric.

SUCCESS

STORIES

In October 2017, Chemical Bank presented the Land Bank with a $15,000 check to support the
rehabilitation efforts in the community. The presentation occurred at 435 Cornell Drive in Battle
Creek, which the Land Bank renovated and put on the market. The Land Bank strives to
rehabilitate whenever feasible. Each year there are straight rehabs performed by the Land Bank
and then sold on the open market, like this one. Many homes are also given new life through the
Transform This Home program which is perfect for those DIYers who want to purchase and
rehab a home for their primary residence or as an income generating property.

SUCCESS

STORIES

In 2018, American Colloid Company entered into a long-term lease with the Land Bank for land it
currently occupies and purchased an adjacent nine acres for future expansion. ACC plans to
construct a new Additrol® blending facility at the site. This win-win came from almost ten years
of hard work and dedication to not only keep ACC's current investment in Albion, but also
consistently demonstrating the value of increasing their commitment, bringing jobs and revenue
to the City. In tandem with this project, the Albion Economic Development Corporation and the
City of Albion worked with ACC and established an Industrial Development District to promote
further development of the remaining site.

SUCCESS

STORIES

After closing its doors in 2006, the former State Farm Regional Headquarters campus saw many failed
attempts at redevelopment, before coming to the Land Bank in 2016. By that time, it was clear the primary
building was obsolete and that demolition would be necessary to bring new life to the site. Faced with a
substantial task and associated price tag, the Land Bank leveraged its EPA grant to assist with demolition
preparation, and worked tirelessly to secure the capital needed for demolition from multiple partners
including the County Treasurer and the Board of Commissioners. Throughout this process, the Land Bank
sought input and feedback regularly from the community. By late fall 2018, the demolition phase was
nearly complete and the groundwork for redevelopment began. The Land Bank has partnered with the
Michigan Municipal League, Abonmarche and IDA with the goal of a sustainable strategy for the seven acre
site that offers varied housing choices, and returns the property to a tax revenue generating status.

LAND BANK

highlights

The CCLBA is an active member of the Michigan Association of Land
Banks. Executive Director, Krista Trout-Edwards, served as MALB’s
vice president in 2017 and 2018, and will serve as president beginning
in 2019. MALB strives to ensure land banks have statewide policies,
support and capacity to operate and share information across the
state. In 2017, the CCLBA hosted the Annual Leadership Summit and
shared local projects and strategies with its peers.

The CCLBA took the lead on a $600,000 brownfields assessment
grant from the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Working with
our coalition partners, the cities of Battle Creek and Albion, the Land
Bank is using this grant as an incentive for projects across the county
as well as a tool to investigate distressed properties in its inventory.
This grant runs through 2020, as long as funding lasts.

Since 2016, the CCLBA has partnered with Albion College and the
City of Albion in the AmeriCorps VISTA program. VISTAs help build
capacity in the organizations they serve and can work on a variety of
projects. The Land Bank is a sub-site of this extraordinary program,
which has placed up to 11 volunteers across agencies working in
Albion. VISTAs have helped write grants, collect neighborhood data,
and rethink vacant land strategies.

COMMUNITY

connections
The Neighborhood Mow & Maintenance Program continues to be one
of the Land Bank's most popular programs and in 2018, 400 lots were
mowed by a record NINE groups! Our amazing participants spend
a much of their summers mowing vacant lots throughout Albion and
Battle Creek. The NMM stipend helps groups fund their missions
across the community. The program also connects the Land Bank with
the neighborhoods through the relationships built over the summer.

In 2016, members of the Polish National Alliance adopted a lot
on Michigan Ave adjacent to their facility to beautify the
corridor. The PNA continues this effort and has added planter
boxes, signage, and other elements to the lot. This is a great
example of a little thing that has huge impact! This partnership
is made possible through the Adopt-A-Lot program, which
allows the adoption of vacant lots for only $25 per year.

Allen & Katherine Blickley purchased a vacant lot
through the Side Lot Program in 2018 after the blighted
house was demolished. The couple constructed a twocar detached garage, added evergreen trees and a flag
pole to beautify the lot. In late 2018, their
Neighborhood Planning Council nominated the
Blickleys for a Beautiful Battle Creek Award, which they
were awarded in late December.

OUR

location

Calhoun County Building
315 W Green St
Marshall MI 49068

269-781-0777

calhounlandbank.org

OUR

mission

Supporting local neighborhood and business district
revitalization by acquiring, holding, and disposing of
blighted or abandoned properties
within Calhoun County.

